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Join us on Facebook 
as we explore all 
aspects of the aurbis.
The Dreamsleeve is a growing 
hub of the lore community, 
join Tel Mora Independent staff 
members and contributors, 
community veterans, and new 
fans alike, as we deep dive into 
the uncharted depths of The 
Elder Scrolls.

facebook.com/groups/
TheDreamsleeve
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Greetings, 
outlander.

s you may have noticed, this is in fact November’s 
issue. As of the time of this writing, it is midway 
through April. As much as I’d like to blame 

dragon breaks or Numidium causing problems again, the 
lack of activity with The Tel Mora Independent Press has 
been entirely upon my shoulders. I took a long respite, 
mulling over motivational problems and guilt-tripping 
myself over having taken a 6-month-long hiatus. 
 
But now we’re in the throes of a Coronavirus pandemic and 
guess who’s got loads of time? This guy.  
 
So hopefully I’ll be able to get some folks together and 
compile some more issues for your reading pleasure. Don’t 
give up on us yet! 
 

Andrew Watson 
Editor-in-chief 
(aka The White Guar)

Want to contribute?
We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive to deliver 
the best and most recent additions to the collective  Elder 
Scrolls community and its works. 
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay or poem 
to publish? Cosplay? Music? 
send your entries to: 
telmoraindependent@gmail.com  
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha
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Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually) 
the Selectives convene on 
RottenDeadite’s Twitch 
channel to stream an 
episode of The Selectives 
Lorecast: A Casual Elder 
Scrolls Podcast. 

Recent Episodes Episode 46:  
Julianos
This week, the Selectives talk 
about the Time God Akatosh 
and how time and dragons 
influence the Elder Scrolls.

Ep 48: Mara
 
In this episode, the Selectives 
discuss the trappings of the 
Divine Julianos, god of magic, 
knowledge, and wisdom.

Episode 47:  
Kynareth
The Selectives discuss the 
God of Birth and Death and 
the importance of cycles in 
TES.

SELECTIVES 
LORECAST

A CASUAL  
ELDER SCROLLS  

PODCAST
In every episode, a group of some 

of the best lore afficionados in 
the community discuss aspects 

of Elder Scrolls lore, taking a 
long, hard look from a variety of 

perspectives.

Click on the screenshots below to view  
the corresponding episodes on Twitch

To see more, visit the Memospore youtube 
channel or RottenDeadite on Twitch.tv!

https://www.twitch.tv/videos/484551316
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/496808061
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChbm-JCx_jii5xn-2f5nwIA
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UChbm-JCx_jii5xn-2f5nwIA
https://www.twitch.tv/rottendeadite
https://www.twitch.tv/videos/490648090


Divine Gift: 
Akatosh
Lady Kaldavär

 lthough I can boast of being 
the most qualified person 

for my previous research in the 
branch of Aedra/Daedra influence 
in mortals having studied the 
most abundant in Nirn for over a 
hundred years, it is worth noting 
that several of the conclusions 
presented below.

very issue we 
share the best 
recent submissions 

available on our website. 
Some are humorous, some 
frightening. Some are 
myths, some are narratives. 
Some are long and some 
are short. It is these works 
that we honor here in the 
hopes that they will not be 
ignored. 

To view these works in full, please 
visit telmoraindependent.net 
or click the buttons to visit them 
directly.

Dearly Have I 
Bought It 
An Elder Scrolls 
Women’s Day 
Anthology
Enolezdrata, Lady Nerevar, 
Lemon-M, Plavigmaz, et al.

continue Reading 
On Tel Mora

continue Reading 
On Tel Mora

Even more Elder Scrolls Literature

Apocrypha 
on the Web

Miraak 
Art by Nerevart, Instagram

Malacath
Art courtesy of TeaDarka, DeviantArt
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Changing the Course

of Time

To what extent can truth 
be changed? should 

we expect flawless 
continuity, or make way 

for new stories? 

curse 
contributing Writer

ReaD ONlINe aT 
TELMORAINDEPENDENT.NET

The chase 
Art by ZafNova, DeviantArt

http://www.telmoraindependent.net/2019/10/03/line-in-the-sand
https://www.deviantart.com/zafnova


s a reader of 
this publica-
tion, there’s 

little doubt that 
you’ve played your fair 
share of fantasy games. 
And no doubt just the 
thought of any aspect 
of lore you’ve grown 
attached to being ret-
conned invites both 
passion and outrage. ?

Retcons, or retroactive con-
tinuities, are sudden changes 
to previously established events 
and lore to support the current 
narrative, regardless of whether 
the change contradicts what was 
established before. When imple-
mented poorly, as they often are 
in fantasy and science fiction, 
they cheapen the quality of the 
writing, potentially ruining the 
story going forward. 

Comic books are notorious for 
poorly conceived retcons, as any 
avid reader will tell you. For our 
beloved heroes, death is more or 
less a revolving door which only 
serves to cheapen the impact of 
their passing, so much so that 
we are left feeling nothing as we 
watch them die. Comic book 
deaths are retconned with such 
absurd frequency that they’ve 

sparked a betting sensation 
among fans. 

But a sin perhaps more egre-
gious than rendering death itself 
meaningless, is to offer an expla-
nation for that which is better 
left unexplained. Certain story 
elements appeal to us more the 
less we know about them. To go 
back and explain the origins of 
the force or some Lovecraftian 
horror, elements rooted in mysti-
cism, is to render those elements 
mundane.

And so the question remains, 
are retcons a bad thing? While 
it can often be argued that they 
typically are, the Elder Scrolls 
series presents a notable excep-
tion, where retcons have not 
only proven to be a good thing, 
but something woven into the 
very fabric of the lore, creating 
a more compelling and dynamic 
continuity. 

Delve deep enough into Elder 
Scrolls lore and you’re bound 
to uncover multiple conf licting 
narratives of the same events. 
This is by design and is a writing 
mechanic known as ‘the unre-
liable narrator’, where multiple 
sources propose conf licting 
accounts of the same event. 

But what does any of this have 
to do with retcons? For Bethesda, 
the unreliable narrator provides 
a way out. A means of freeing 
themselves from committing 
fully to any previously estab-
lished narratives, allowing for 
fresh ideas to overtake old ones. 
However, the unreliable narrator 
isn’t just a cop-out device to be 
deployed whenever Bethesda 
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writes themselves into a corner, 
but presents instead a prevalent 
real world phenomenon, which 
breathes life and immersion into 
the series.

History within The Elder 
Scrolls universe plays out much 
like it does in our own. It is 
shaped and written by the survi-
vors and conquerors of every era. 
Records and artifacts become 
missing, only to be rediscovered 
or destroyed altogether, and as 
always those with the privilege of 
recording history will invariably 
portray themselves in a favor-
able light. However, neither our 
history nor that of Tamriel’s is 
written in stone. New discoveries 
surface, casting doubt on what 
we once believed to be true, just 
as new lore added to the series 
casts doubt upon older lore, 
which brings into question what 
we accept as canon.

TES Lore lacks the detached 
all-knowing invisible narrator 
common in many series. All we 
have are written accounts and 
stories passed down through the 
ages. Like modern day historians, 
we too can look at these multiple 
accounts, and employ logic and 
reason to determine what is actu-
ally true. To separate truth from 
falsehoods we seek out patterns. 
Anything appearing within mul-
tiple accounts is likely to be true, 
whereas contradictory claims 
unsubstantiated by multiple 
sources is likely to be false. 

However, The Elder Scrolls 
is a series where you, the player, 
possess a pivotal role to play 
in shaping history, often with 
far-reaching, wildly divergent 
outcomes. The Warp in the West 

is perhaps the most prominent 
example. The Elder Scrolls II: 
Daggerfall introduced mul-
tiple, vastly different endings, 
depending on which faction is 
given the Mantella, a powerful 
artifact which controls the 
Numidium, by the player. 

In the hands of the Blades, the 
Numidium is used to defeat the 
Orcs, and the Bay Kings uniting 
Tamriel under the Empire once 
more. Gortworg, on the other 
hand, uses the Mantella to 
destroy the Imperial forces, and 
eventually establishes the Orc 
kingdom, Orsinium. If the Man-
tella is given to the Underking, 
the artifact’s power is absorbed 
and the king passes into eternal 
rest, leaving behind a vast zone 
of anti-magic in his wake. Should 
the player hand the Mantella 
over to Mannimarco, he uses its 
power to ascend to godhood. 
Many different endings, each 
so radically contradictory to 
the others that existence of any 
one of them renders the others 
impossible. 

The development of The Elder 
Scrolls III: Morrowind presented 
Bethesda with a conundrum. 
Having written themselves 
into a corner with Daggerfall’s 
numerous endings, they would 
have had to go back and to 
choose an ending to canonize. 
But, rather than choose one 
ending, they decided instead 
that all of Daggerfall’s endings 
would be canon, and it was done 
through the introduction of a 
new literary device they called a 
‘Dragon Break’. 

The effects of a Dragon Break 
are almost always purposefully 

ambiguous, but in essence the 
fabric of time itself is shattered 
and branches off like a large 
river, breaking up into smaller 
waterways. This branching 
of separate timelines allows 
for multiple realities to occur 
simultaneously, all of which ulti-
mately converge once more into 
one singular timeline. Dragon 
Breaks are essentially the ulti-
mate retcon tool, and as such the 
effects of each of these diverging 
realities are self-evident at the 
end of each Dragon Break.

Did the Empire prevail over 
the Stormcloak rebellion, or did 
Ulfric’s Skyrim finally gain her 
independence? Were the last rem-
nants of the Dark Brotherhood 
snuffed out, or was the Emperor 
ultimately slain by one of their 
assassins? TES VI is unlikely to 
answer these questions directly 
when it comes to these world 
shaking events, but given the 
nature of Dragon Breaks, it won’t 
have to. 

Whether they intended it or 
not, Bethesda has succeeded in 
creating a rich tapestry of ambi-
guity, contradictions, and out-
right retcons, which have sparked 
the kinds of spirited debates that 
have kept the fandom fresh and 
alive for so long. The lore of The 
Elder Scrolls isn’t a static litany 
of events, but rather a living his-
tory, rife with contradictions and 
plot twists, not unlike our own.

ashlander 
Art by arthur-Panshi, DeviantArt
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On the Fungi  
of Skyrim

xcerpt from  
“On the Fungi  
of Skyrim,  

A Compendium,”  
by Hakan Toraldsson

Namira’s Rot

A well known and much reviled 
fungus found throughout Skyrim, its 
name comes from its association with 
the Daedric prince of decay and con-
sumption of the dead, Namira.

Indeed, this name is well earned, as 
the fungus proliferates wildly upon 
decaying bodies. Travellers will often 
encounter large patches of Nami-
ra’s Rot and will harvest from them 
without knowing that they dig their 
hands  where a corpse or two once 
decomposed.

 
Physical Description

A beige capped bolete that develops 
a set of brown scales on its cap as it 
matures. Juvenile caps appear shortly 
after the mycelium has established 
itself in its substrate. In height, they 
measure from a quarter of an inch to 
a full four inches, across most mature 
specimens. The caps are supported 
by a relatively thick, creamy white 
stem, although discolouration may 
occur due to contamination from the 

substrate. Upon ripening, the pale 
grey gills open to release clouds of 
miniscule grey spores, which stick to 
everything they touch.

Habitat
Namira’s rot is a highly adaptable 

species, although it prefers to grow 
in damp and often dark locations. 
It often establishes itself on rotting 
corpses within caves, trenches, hol-
lows and other sheltered locations. 
It does not tolerate wind or frost, 
though it can cope in colder climes for 
short periods. Direct sunlight stunts 
its growth, and excessive exposure 
will kill a colony.

Common locations to find large 
growths are in bear and wolf dens, 
thick woodlands with activate preda-
tion, and often throughout the sites 
of battlefields, a few weeks after the 
bloodshed. This species is prevalent 
throughout cave systems in Skyrim, 
due to the nature of its reproduction, 
and is predominantly found in the 
Rift and eastern regions of the Reach.

Biology
The study of this species’ biology 

was something of a grisly task, and one 
of the most unpleasant experiences 
I have ever had to undertake. The 
fungus almost exclusively feeds off of 
decaying corpses, and has learned to 

adapt by breaking down bodies in a 
most efficient manner.

The mycelia are quick to take root 
after the introduction of spores to 
a corpse, however the speed of their 
germination is directly proportional 
to the state of decay the host body is 
in. Through experiments involving 
two dozen deer carcasses, I have deter-
mined that the strongest growth rates 
occurred when the spores were intro-
duced at the point where black putre-
faction occurs in the corpse - approx-
imately ten days after death. The 
slowest growth rates were observed in 
fresh bodies, with a germination time 
of four days after introduction. It can 
be assumed therefore that the body 
needs to begin to decay before the ger-
mination conditions are sufficient.

The mycelia establish themselves 
in layers throughout the body, first 
developing a horizontal layer before 
growing deeper into the flesh. Muscle 
and bone is largely left alone until 
later stages of decay, before which the 
fungus concentrates its growth in the 
viscera, breaking down the internal 
organs.

Upon reaching reproductive matu-
rity, the fungus starts sprouting caps 
from the surface of the corpse. These 
rapidly swell to full size within ten 
days, and the fungus can fruit dozens 
of times in a year, making it a highly 

Hakan Toraldsson
Contributing Writer ReaD ONlINe aT 

TELMORAINDEPENDENT.NET

Mushrooms 
Photo by spako, DeviantArt
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productive fungus for alchemists to 
cultivate, provided sufficient substrate 
is available.

The fungus demonstrates a unique 
mechanism by which, I deduce, it 
facilitates the spread of its spores. 
During the initial fruiting stage, the 
fungus produces a low level of phero-
mones which induce fear and anxiety. 
This persists until the fungal caps 
have reached fruiting maturity, at 
which point this pheromone release 
abruptly stops, and the pungency of 
the decaying body is greatly increased 
through metabolic activity of the 
fungus. I hypothesise that the initial 
period of pheromone production is 
to protect the immature caps from 
being disturbed by detritivores and 
scavengers. Upon fruiting maturity, 
the decaying scent is increased to now 
attract the same creatures it was previ-
ously attempting to repel.

The fungal spores sit very loosely 
in the gills and are easily dislodged by 
a forager such as a bear or wolf, who 
typically feed off carrion, and are 
often responsible for dragging these 
corpses into the caves where Namira’s 
rot is found.

Bruising the caps is very easily done 
at this stage, especially by an animal 
feeding on the decaying corpse. The 
bruised fungus then releases powerful 
pheromones, far more concentrated 
than before, to induce extreme fear 
and panic into the creature who was 
feeding on it, which apparently can 
include even Falmer, from one report 
I received. The terrified animal (or 
falmer), now laden with spores will 
then flee, carrying the spores afield to 
infect more corpses in due time.

Alchemical Properties
With a rather puzzling set of 

alchemical properties, it took time to 
unravel how these effects arose from 

the complex chemistry and biology of 
Namira’s rot. The fear pheromones 
were relatively easy to isolate, using 
gentle steam distillation to extract 
them from the fungus caps, particu-
larly from the gills.

 Interestingly enough, the effect of 
improving dexterity and concentra-
tion (often for potions used by jew-
elers, surgeons and dare I say it, thieves 
who specialise in lock picking) is not a 
single essence, but a combination of 
essences from two sharply contrasted 
functions in the fungus. The first 
essence greatly increases concentra-
tion due to a neurological response to 
the pheromones released by the gills. 
This essence creates a ‘tunnel vision’ 
effect, which makes the affected indi-
vidual, in combination with their fear 
pheromones, want nothing more than 
to flee the vicinity as soon as possible.

The second set of essences reacts 
in a similar way to the mechanisms 
found in other touch sensitive mush-
rooms in that they act as a signal hor-
mone that triggers the gills to widen. 
This allows more spores to fall out 
which increases the chance of suc-
cessful reproduction.

Extraction of both, serendipitously, 
involves immersion in wood alcohol 
for several hours.

It is advised to ensure this is as 
strong an alcohol as possible, as the 
extract can easily cause lethal food 
poisoning due to contamination 
from the fungal substrate, and boiling 
the extract unfortunately renders it 
useless.

There is also an internal fluid 
present through the entire fungus, 
that exhibits strong regenerative prop-
erties. I assume it is this agent that 
is responsible for the rapid fruiting 
cycles the fungus exhibits. Extracted 
through the use of a basic press, 
a sustained heating at the boiling 
point of wood alcohol (no hotter) for 

three hours is sufficient to sterilize it, 
although I would advise the addition 
of some alcohol to be certain.

The final piece of the puzzle was 
its anti-magickal properties. After an 
initial meeting at the college of Win-
terhold, followed by a few months 
of angry correspondence*, it was 
determined that a subset of fear pher-
omones, which would normally be 
destroyed by the steam distillation 
process, was present. These specific 
fear pheromones attack the region of 
the brain responsible for controlling 
a person’s personal store of magicka, 
which may lead to spastic, involun-
tary releases of magicka. In a concen-
trated form it can deplete even a well 
disciplined mage’s store of magicka 
quite quickly. Extraction and isola-
tion is quite difficult, and requires 
strict temperature control and use of 
reagents which are beyond the scope 
of this book.

* Author’s note: It is strongly advised 
that anyone attempting to cultivate 
this fungus should ensure that they, 
and their associates, have both an 
unwavering interest in mycology and 
an iron clad stomach. Unfortunately, 
in my case, my colleagues at Winter-
hold had neither the former nor the 
latter. Upon opening my sample box 
to show them one of the specimens I 
had cultivated, the smell resulted in 
several individuals almost immedi-
ately losing their breakfast. Following 
this, I was issued with a year’s ban 
from the College’s Arcanaeum, as 
well as threats of my being torn apart 
by Atronachs. A hefty compensation 
was required to clean the carpets and 
restore a first edition copy of a book on 
Dunmer ash magics that was being 
read on the other side of the room at 
the time. The smell is no joke.
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Magic for People With Little 
Time on Their Hands: 

Alteration
silenceOfautumn
Contributing Writer 

Where Illusion 
is the form 
of magic 

that alters the mind, 
Alteration is the form 
that manipulates phys-
ical matter, reshaping 
the world to the user’s 
desire. Despite being the 
seemingly most eclectic 
categorisation, almost all 
Alteration magic func-
tions under the principle 
of manipulating the 
makeup of an object.

ReaD ONlINe aT 
TELMORAINDEPENDENT.NET

Part I: Flesh Armours

The Flesh Armours are one of 
the most famous members of the 
Alteration school, known partly 
for their relative complexity and 
their functionality. Spells such as 
Stoneflesh, and its more advanced 
siblings alter the manner by which 
the air surrounding the caster 
behaves, reshaping the nature of 
the substances within (such as 
the Carbonic Gasses) into that 
of a solid substance in the cast-
er’s immediate area. When one 
utilises such a spell, the physical 
aspects of the gasses, minute frag-
ments of matter that form the 
fundamental building blocks of 
existence, are forced into a new 
shape and arrangement - that of 
the metal or substance chosen to 
armour the person. 

The Oakflesh spell is regarded 
as the simplest of these forms of 
magic for that reason - mages and 
alchemists have long known that 
the primary component of wood 
is a carbonic, and such the gasses 
of this form present in the atmo-
sphere can be woven into the 
long, timber-like strands of the 
spell’s armour. Ebonyflesh, on 
the other hand, is the most com-
plex of these spells, requiring the 
user to reshape the aspects into 
that which forms the strong and 

f lexible material. 
These spells, however, are 

extremely temporary. As 
described by Traven’s First 
Axiom of Magic (not named for 
the famous archmage Hannibal 
Traven, but rather an ancestor 
of his), Mundus is a world of 
limitations, with every aspect 
bound to its ‘proper’ form. As 
such, the transformation of one 
substance to one unlike its orig-
inal form will be undone within 
a few hours at most. This has 
not, however, prevented some of 
the more unscrupulous mages of 
Tamriel from tricking the foolish 
into purchasing a set of ‘magical 
armour’, making off with the 
payment before the reshaping is 
undone.

It should be noted that Ele-
mental Protections work sim-
ilarly - reshaping the materials 
of one’s clothing in order to no 
longer conduct electricity, no 
longer burn, etc. As they func-
tion under the same method, the 
use of magicka for these processes 
is similarly temporary. The only 
exception to this condition is the 
Transmutation spell, although 
the reason for this is unknown. 
The most widely accepted theory, 
first proposed by current Master 
of Alteration at the College, 
Tolfdir is that the materials are 
similar enough originally that 
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the change is minimal, requiring 
more effort on the universe’s part 
to undo than it took to perform.

Part II: Small-Scale 
Reality Alteration

When one considers spells such 
as Telekinesis, one might assume, 

Once again, these spells require 
the manipulation of an object’s 
physical properties in order 
to achieve the desired results - 
although the process becomes 
somewhat more complicated.

Let us take Telekinesis as an 
example. While it may appear 
that a mage using this spell is 
simply causing an object to no 
longer be affected by gravity, the 
actual method by which the spell 
functions is far more interesting 
- and actually possible. When a 
mage utilises Telekinesis, they 
manipulate the object they are 
handling to become almost com-
pletely weightless - by converting 
the interior mass into energy. 

Galerion’s Fourth Law 
describes that physical matter and 
energy are interchangeable, some-
thing supported by experimen-
tation on Chaotic Creatia taken 
from Oblivion. When levitating 
a key, for instance, a mage must 
first convert all but the thinnest 
outer layer of the key’s matter 
into energy, allowing the object 
to become almost entirely weight-
less, and thus more susceptible to 
movement from the wind. This 
energy is then contained around 
the key, where it is converted back 
into the internal material once 
the key has been moved to its new 
location.

Thus, the magicka expenditure 
in a spell such as Telekinesis is 
two-fold. Firstly, one must con-
vert the matter within the object 
into energy (which itself requires 
energy to do), and keep that con-
tained within a charged Magicka 
field, whilst simultaneously 
inf luencing the world around 
the object to produce the desired 
effect - in the case of telekinesis, 
creating an oppositely charged 

and rightly so, that the caster is 
manipulating the natural laws 
that allow the world to func-
tion in the way it does. Despite 
the appearance of doing so, and 
Alteration magic almost always 
requiring a significant under-
standing of these laws and pro-
cesses, this is simply not the case. 
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consumed, acts more as a cata-
lyst for growth, becoming circu-
lating throughout the body of 
the fungus through a series of 
nerve-like tendrils, much like the 
Magicka absorbed by our own 
bodies does.

However, none of these con-
tainers are entirely perfect, and 
as such, some leakage of magicka 
is observed in every instance. 
But where the containers crafted 
by mages are capable of holding 
magicka without significant 
losses for a considerable amount of 
time, our bodies are constructed 
in such a way that magicka can 
f low in and out of our circu-
latory systems unimpeded. As 
such, the magicka “leakage” we 
experience manifests as an “aura” 
of constant constant magnitude - 
except when a spell is being cast, 
when a body’s reserve of magicka 
is drained. These Auras can be 
detected via specialised spells that 
measure the localised quantities 
of magicka within an immediate 
area . It is notable that the mag-
nitude of the fields surrounding 
undead individuals is signifi-
cantly lower than that of non-un-
dead, as the undead rely on the 
magicka they absorb to animate 
their bodies, lacking the innate 
biological processes that power 
the muscles of living beings.

\

the laws of attraction and repul-
sion. By surrounding a person in 
a charged magicka field, and then 
creating several more identically 
charged fields around them, you 
can prevent them from being able 
to move in any particular direc-
tion. The classically taught spell 
optimises this, by shrinking the 
fields in such a way that the fields 
can be created as a ‘shell’ around 
the intended target that will last 
for a short period of time without 
continual magicka input.

Part IV: Magical 
Storage and Auras

Whilst not directly a form of 
Alteration magic, the study of the 
storage of magical energy and the 
subsequent “auras” the leaking 
magicka produced is closely tied 
to Alteration Magic’s emphasis 
on charged magicka fields. In 
order for magicka to be stored for 
any meaningful length of time 
(namely more than a few sec-
onds), specialised materials must 
be used that can allow energy to 
pass into the material, but not 
release it.

Ayleid Sorcerers utilised spe-
cialised forms of meteoric glass 
for this purpose, making use of 
their internally refractive and 
ref lective properties, continu-
ously bouncing off internal walls 
of differing densities until the 
crystal is punctured, allowing 
a path for the energy to escape 
through.

Telvanni Mage-Lords are 
known to use their mushroom 
towers as vast Magicka storage 
devices, feeding the energy into 
the fungi as a sort of food source, 
aiding the tower in its growth. 
This energy, rather than being 

Magicka field around the desired 
location the object is to be moved 
to.

Outside of Telekinesis, the most 
significant use of this technique is 
in the purification of metals from 
their ores. If one converts all the 
gold within a sample into energy, 
the surrounding stone and other 
materials will simply fall away, 
and the gold can be reformed.

Part III: Paralysis & 
Impediment

Despite its long and varied his-
tory, and much to the bemoaning 
of Battlemages, Alteration has 
relatively few combat applica-
tions - although the few it pos-
sesses are immensely useful on 
the field of battle. There are two 
primary methods by which this 
may be achieved - manipulating 
the terrain, and by paralysing a 
target.

The former method is often 
either an extension of the pre-
viously mentioned Telekinesis 
technique, where large boulders 
are moved and then resolidified 
at altitude, or a reshaping of the 
materials within the ground. One 
can alter the arrangement of the 
particles of stone and dirt within 
the soil in order to bury a tar-
get’s limbs, cause the ground to 
become uneven, even create solid 
walls or stone spikes in a charging 
opponent’s path.

Paralysis, on the other hand, is 
a far more interesting method of 
halting an attacker in their move-
ment. While some forms of paral-
ysis target the nervous system 
(and are thus classified as Illusion 
spells), the form taught at the Col-
lege of Winterhold instead makes 
use of charged magicka fields, and 
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Healing Hands
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HurdeerTf2
Contributing Writer

By Alendinor of the Impe-
rial City, Imperial Univer-
sity Press, 4E 74

T he Resto-

ration school 

of magic has 

developed, over the cen-

turies, remedies for many 

diseases affecting the body, 

both common and rare. 

In the final years of the 

last era, some brave souls, 

undoubtedly with the help 

of powerful beings such 

as the Tribunal of Mor-

rowind, were even capable 

of warding themselves and 

others from the Corprus 

disease that spread out 

from Red Mountain in 

Vvardenfell.

The School of Restoration in the 
Treatment of the 
Diseases of the Soul
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So, while much progress has been 
made in the treatment and preven-
tion of ailments that are transmitted, 
either from animals or other sick 
people, or impure air or spoiled 
waters, not much is currently known 
in the field of the ailments of the 
spirit. In this first volume, we will 
introduce the most basic aspects of 
what spiritual diseases are, and how 
they can be understood and treated 
via Magical restoration.

Spiritual diseases affect, as is 
obvious from the name, an individu-
al’s soul. There exists a great number 
of these diseases, and most of them 
entail either some form of head 
injury, emotional trauma, or old age. 
Traditionally, many of these diseases 
have been associated with the sphere 
of Daedric prince Sheogorath: make 
no mistake, there is definitely some 
overlap between “madness” (itself a 
broad and poorly defined term) and 
spiritual disease, but not all spiritual 
diseases are madness, and in most 
cases of spiritual disease there is 
no discernible Daedric influence. 
The priesthood of Stendarr (among 
which many reputable colleagues 
and masters of the school of Res-
toration may be found) would be 
a better resource to consult for 
fighting the influence of such a pow-
erful Daedric figure.

One of the first instances of an 
accurately reported spiritual disease 
is from 1E 2812, when a Nord 
worker in a silver mine of Skyrim’s 
Western Reach was impaled by a 
splinter of a wooden support beam 
following a tragic structural collapse. 
The subject was quickly stabilized by 
a local Reachwoman who is strongly 
implied to be his lover, and was 
subsequently brought to Whiterun 
to be seen by a priestess of Kynareth 
(or Kyne, as the Nordic author of 

this account reports). The following 
is a verbatim quote of the original 
account in the original Cyro-Nordic 
orthography, of which, regrettably, 
only one copy is known (at the 
library of the Imperial University, 
although new copies are being made 
at my request), and which I would 
recommend to all students of the 
school of Restoration, as it offers 
unique insight of the matter at hand 
(Snorri Bauldursson’s “Of many 
terrible ailments, and Kyne’s graceful 
healing”).

“When Ysolda Ysgrendottir, 
priystys of Kyne, loocht upon the 
poor man’s piirc’d visage, she could 
not help but recch. She begg’d a 
prayr of forgivness to Kyne, and 
went [with great intent, to sing an 
incantation]. Kyne’s power, thru her 
channeld, took the blud’d splinter 
out of the man’s head and living 
brein, and with it all the smaller 
woden spykes that there were lodg’d. 
Wounded man awoke, in awesome 
spams of feer and ang’r. Ysolda was 
so schouked, she threw a calming 
spell. The Reach woman so spocht: 
“Let dear Niels come with me now, 
so that with my herbs I may help 
him heal”. But Ysolda disagreed, and 
the angrd Reach woman put a briar 
heart on the man’s chest, curshd it 
with her hands screaming in pain, 
and vanishd in black smoke. [...] 
After days ten and six, the miner 
Niels awoke from the calming spell, 
and back was sent to his Western 
home. Yet, from a good man that 
he was, he became lyke a werebeest; 
cruul, savage and intemp’rate, and a 
drunken fool, untill he met his end.”

Leaving aside Bauldursson’s 
Nordic idiosyncrasies in this 
account, it is very curious to note 
how, even though the fatal injury 
was healed by the priestess of 

Kynareth (although her talents were 
probably exaggerated), the damage 
to the subject’s brain seems to have 
resulted in a permanent stunting of 
his capacities, as if, along with his 
physical form, his metaphysical being 
was harmed as well. This episode, 
as distorted as it may be, still shows 
a fundamental lack in the School of 
Restoration: it may restore the phys-
ical integrity of a subject, but it is yet 
unprepared to deal with injuries to 
their metaphysical integrity. In the 
next chapter, we will show how this 
sort of damage relates to a subject’s 
soul, and how it can be studied.

The systematic study of spiritual 
diseases has started only in recent 
years; however, various methodolo-
gies have been developed to simulate 
the effect of such diseases in lesser 
creatures such as Skeevers or, more 
common (and more easily managed) 
smaller rats. We will briefly review 
some of these techniques for the 
benefit of prospective researchers.

1. Soul drainage:
The late Germane Aurard, court 

mage of Falkreath, pioneered this 
technique between 4E 35-38, 
and his writings have seen wide 
diffusion among the Restoration 
experts of Tamriel. Most of his 
research focused on memory, and 
how Skeevers in particular would 
remember or forget particular things 
such as the path leading out of small 
mazes. Inspired by an incredibly 
old necromancer that had wandered 
into town in what he describes as 
“A stupor not drunken of wine or 
mead, but of empious pursuits”, he 
started studying the effect of soul 
gem exposure on the intellect of 
Skeevers. What he found was that, 
following prolonged and unshielded 
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exposure to a soul gem of sufficient 
capacity, Skeevers would start to lack 
the ability to remember the way out 
of mazes they had previously solved, 
and, going further, they gradually 
started to completely lose the ability 
to get out of the maze, as if they 
lost their capacity for memory at 
all. He then tried to find an organic 
correlate by using an injury detec-
tion spell, which showed significant 
atrophy of the deeper regions of the 
brain, between the two hemispheres. 
Healing spells targeted at this par-
ticular region would be able to solve 
this atrophy only temporarily. Suc-
cessive studies, conducted by master 
of Conjuration Balyna Sedaris 
during a visit to Falkreath, showed 
that a specially engineered “Reverse 
Soul Trap” could restore the subject’s 
cognitive capabilities, but only if 
paired with the appropriate resto-
ration of the atrophied parts of the 
brain.

2. Prolonged Nirnroot 
Intoxication

As one of the most well-known 
exploits of his career, Master Aurard 
managed to train his Skeevers to 
recognize Human (both Mannish 
and Elvish) faces. The Skeevers 

were then exposed for a month to 
a low dose of Nirnroot extract, and 
progressively lost to remember old 
faces and to memorize new ones. 
Wound Detection showed an exten-
sive atrophy in both lower temporal 
lobes, and healing spells were again 
only temporarily effective, with the 
atrophy re-establishing itself in only 
a few days. Unfortunately, in this 
case there was no way of “recovering” 
what pieces of soul might have been 
lost via the intoxication, and the 
Skeevers were terminated.

3. Senility in the 
common Cyrodilic Rat

It is common knowledge that 
many talented Mages are capable of 
prolonging their lifespan through 
wise usage of Restoration Magic, 
although (especially for Men) the 
years eventually take their toll. The 
first thing that age takes away is 
their intellect, which affects their 
Magickal capabilities and proves to 
be their ultimate downfall. Here at 
the Imperial University, a group led 
by my ex-pupil and esteemed col-
league Lysander Danarius has devel-
oped a model for the senile degener-
ation of cognition in the Cyrodilic 
Rat. Using a maze-based experiment 

similar to the one developed by 
Master Aurard, he was able to selec-
tively breed a cohort of “precociously 
senile” rats. These rats showed a 
brain atrophy comparable to Master 
Aurard’s soul drained Skeevers, and 
again, restoration spells only proved 
temporarily effective.

There are many other examples 
of similar studies in recent years, 
and a comprehensive bibliography is 
reported in the appendix. Suffice it to 
say that, from these studies on lesser 
animals, it can be gathered that the 
higher functions of a sentient being 
are coordinated - or, better, chan-
neled - from the soul to the physical 
realm of action, by particular areas 
of the brain. This constitutes a 
novel and exciting field of research 
that, as proven by Balyna Sedaris, 
would greatly benefit from a multi-
disciplinary approach. As I always 
say to my students, Restoration is a 
perfectly valid school of magic, and 
don’t let anyone tell you otherwise.

In the next chapter, I will discuss a 
few clinical cases I was lucky enough 
to follow, and that, in my opinion, 
can swiftly and elegantly summarize 
the state-of-the-art in the treatment 
of these diseases.

Ow my head
Art courtesy of Janiko-neko-chan, 
DeviantArt
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“This is a particularly conten-
tious passage as it distinctly 
goes against even the beliefs of 
fellow Dissident Priests. The 
encounter told below appears to 
be completely fictionalized as 
there has been no record of any 
such events occurring directly 
following the death of Indoril 
Nerevar. It is believed that this 
part of the novel was created to 
add drama and build to a more 
“satisfying ending” to the nar-
rative. What is even more odd 
is the clear empathy the author 
has for Vivec yet the obvious 

disdain they hold for Sotha Sil 
and Almalexia. Perhaps this 
could point to the true identity 
of the author? In any case, their 
identity still remains a great 
mystery, and may perhaps be 
nothing of import.”

— Lorius Petrellian,  
Imperial Archivist  

of Morrowind Lore

V ivec wiped his 
shimmering 
brow, which he 

had only just realized was 
brimming with sweat. 
Only now, after the vile act 
was finished, did he open 
his eyes. MUATRA hung 
there, suspended in space, 
unmoving, resolute. The 
corpse stuck to the spear 
like it had always been 
designed as such, nothing 
more than a simple bauble 
attached to the spear, won 

Lorius Petrellan
Contributing Writer

The Death  
of Indoril 
Nerevar 
Part 3
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almost bored voice, “will be arriving 
shortly, do not worry. I only needed a 
moment to…” he trailed off, his gaze 
reaching the body of Nerevar on the hot 
stone floor of the Heart Chamber. Though 
the rocks were burning, the room felt cold.

“Needed a moment for what? To make 
sure I had done the dark deed?” Vivec 
shouldered MUATRA. The weight of 
it felt good in his hand. “I assure you, 
Magus, it is done and it is done efficiently. 
Nerevar walks this world no more.”

Sotha Sil nodded in approval, not daring 
to meet Vivec’s burning glare. Vivec 
turned his back on the sorcerer king and 
moved towards the dead Hortator of 
Resdayn.

“It is for the greater good, you under-
stand, Vehk. The people of Resdayn will 
be happier under our complete rule.”

“You think I had not already explained 
this to the one we just conspired to 
murder? I know this, Sotha Sil, you need 
not repeat it to me.” the Warrior Poet 
snapped. He was feeling particularly 
hot-headed.

“AYEM AE SEHTI AE 
VEHK,” Sotha Sil intoned.

A moment’s hesitation as 
he gazed upon the corpse 
of his friend, and then, 
“AYEM AE SEHTI AE 
VEHK,” replied the Poet, 
whispering, his lips barely 
moving.

In their moment of 
shared silence the pair 
could feel a presence 

in some conquest from ages past.
He did not expect this to have been so 

difficult. True, the act did not require 
much physical effort, but the effort on 
the mind - Vivec felt hollow, as if his 
entire existence had led to this point and 
now there was no reason to continue on. 
“Goodbye, Moon-and-Star. Your people 
will remember you for eons to come.” 
Vivec whispered solemnly. He stood there, 
head bowed, smothered in silence for min-
utes on end.

“So,” a voice behind him said suddenly, 
“it is done, then.” Vivec turned, sum-
moning MUATRA back to him, which 
passed soundlessly through Nerevar’s 
body, the corpse landing on the ground 
with a sickening thump.

“I have no need to speak to you, Sotha 
Sil,” Vivec said, rushing past the new-
comer, head down, disgust pouring out of 
every syllable.

“I need only a moment,” Sotha Sil, the 
Clockwork King replied, holding out a 
metallic hand to stop Vivec from passing. 
The wizard was half-covered in mechanical 
devices that whirred and clicked with every 
movement of his body. Though one could 
not tell, his robes hid ever more metal that 
was grafted onto his skin.

“Then spit it out,” Vivec growled sav-
agely. He had no desire to remain in the 
presence of his fellow conspirator. A pause 
sat between them as Sotha Sil remained 
silent. “The mastermind behind this entire 
operation did not even deem it worthy to 
come, then?” he added.

“Almalexia,” Sotha Sil began in an 
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behind them. She had arrived. The final 
point of their triangle.

“Almalexia,” Vivec snarled, his voice low, 
dangerous. He whirled around to face her. 
She stood, emotionless, robed in her most 
regal attire, her flaming red hair set royally 
above and around her flawless golden skin 
which was marked with waving, delicately 
designed tattoos. “So, you have only 
arrived to see that the deal has been carried 
out, but neither of you,” he turned to face 
both Sotha Sil and Almalexia, “believed 
it important enough to see the act carried 
out itself.” he spat onto the floor, the saliva 
evaporating on contact with the burning 
stone floor. Vivec could feel no heat ema-
nating from the room.

The silence between the trio filled every 
shape, every crack of the gargantuan 
chamber. “Nothing to say, then?” Vivec 
began. “No tears to spill for your late hus-
band?” Almalexia did not reply.

Again, Vivec turned away, back to Nere-
var’s body. MUATRA shifted to his back, 

and, bending down, more care-
fully than he had ever done 

anything in his life, picked 
the broken corpse off 
the ground. Nerevar was 
heavy, but Vivec relished 

the weight, the feeling. 
This would forever be a 

reminder of the atrocities 
he committed today. 

But it was for the good 
of Resdayn, was it not? 
From this day forth,  
ALMSIVI would be 
the most powerful 

beings in the land. Surely one man’s life 
was a small price to pay?

Vivec could not find the answer within 
him.

Slowly, he passed Sotha Sil and Alm-
alexia, both of whom stepped gingerly 
aside to allow Vivec and his penance exit. 
Vivec walked forever on, out of the Heart 
Chamber, deep within Red Mountain, 
and finally out into the open air of the 
Ashlands before him. It was night time. 
Vivec could not remember if it had been 
day or night when he had entered the 
mountain.

All of Vvardenfell lay before him, 
washed in beautiful moonlight. Beyond 
the ashen wastes lay towering mushrooms 
teeming with life and light. Moss min-
gled with trees and great swamps gurgled 
and brooked. Just beyond, at the distant 
southern shore of Vvardenfell, Vivec could 
make out the two cantons that had been 
constructed in recent years to honor him. 
Beyond the narrow strip of sea he knew 
lay Mournhold, Almalexia’s own home. 
Secunda and Masser, the two vibrant 
moons that hung over all of Mundus, 
shone extraordinarily bright. Perhaps it 
was so the entire world could see what 
Vivec had done.

Lord Vivec had never truly understood 
just how beautiful his homeland was until 
he realized that Indoril Nerevar, his truest 
friend, would never again be allowed to 
look upon it.

Nerevar and almalexia
Art by erika-Xero, DeviantArt
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Uncommonality
Contributing Writer

Tale of Miraak and the Stranger

Translated and transliterated from 
a Skaal poem by the scholar Rha’jir-
resh of Raven’s Rock, 4E 317

AA long time 
ago, the evil 
tyrant Miraak, 

the betrayer, walked the 
shores and mountains of 
Solstheim. He sook to 
rule and subjugate, much 
like the dragons that 
ruled the land in those 
ancient days, whom he 
was subservient to.

Upon finding out he had become 
more dragon than man, he sook to 
tear them down from their thrones of 
bone and assume his place as the king 
of all things.

In his quest for power, he stumbled 
upon a black book, one of the foulest 
creations of the evil Demon of Knowl-
edge, Herma-Mora. Madness blazing 
in his mind, he struck a deal with the 
Demon, gaining the power to control 
the very minds of Solstheim’s people, 
and eventually even subjugate the very 
Earth itself. The dragons, jealous crea-
tures that they are, could not abide by 
a usurper, even one posessing a soul so 
much like their own, and invaded his 

domain.
After a terrible battle, the dragon 

king’s first general prepared to strike 
the killing blow, and end Miraak’s 
life once and for all, when the Demon 
he’d struck his bargain with exacted 
his part of the deal, and whisked him 
away into the very depths of Oblivion 
itself. Foolishly believing they had 
won, the dragons left Solstheim in the 
hands of the Jailer, and marched off, 
never to be seen on Solstheim again.

Their rule would eventually end at 
the hands of three Nord heroes, and 
the world would keep turning, just as 
the All-maker intends it to, Miraak’s 
tale growing fainter and fainter over 
the winters’ fire and the summers’ 
wind.

However, he was neither dead 
nor bound, but merely waiting. His 
master, Herma-Mora, had bound him 
as his servant, and as he does with 
all his servants, let him loose in the 
library of forbidden knowledge that 
is his realm, intending to keep him as 
a pet, or perhaps a pawn. No one can 
know the will of the daedra.

Miraak was not so easily cowed, 
of course. He was in posession of a 
dovah’s essence, his own corrupted by 
the draconic lust for power, halfway 
twisted by old Herma-Mora into a 
lust for knowledge, but still burning 
within him, longing for the days he 
would walk on Nirn and inspire terror 
in the hearts of the Skaal.

For eons, he roamed Herma-Mora’s 
great library, amassing a multitude 
of forbidden secrets, dark knowledge 

and things that should not be known, 
twisting his ability to speak the lan-
guage of dragons into a vile thing, 
and growing his want ever more.

It was then, millennia later, that 
he decided to reemerge into to the 
All-Maker’s realm, to assume his 
place as it’s ruler once more. Perhaps 
it was the seed of madness that had 
finally grown to encompass him 
entirely, or perhaps the vanquishing 
of Alduin, the Dragon king, had 
woken him from his master’s grip, 
but he plotted. Reaching out from 
the infinite library, his slick fingers 
latched on to the very land itself, as he 
had done so many years ago, one by 
one corrupting the All-maker’s stones 
dotting Solstheim.

The Oneness of the land disrupted, 
the people of Solstheim began wan-
dering off at night toward the stones, 
building otherworldly contraptions 
around them, deepening the corrup-
tion of the land ever more.

Eventually, they did not come back 
by daybreak, instead spending their 
days chanting Miraak’s foul mantras, 
and continuing his work.

It was only through the All-maker’s 
will that a stranger found Solstheim 
then, banding together with Frea the 
Fearless to cleanse Miraak’s temple of 
his taint, and bringing back the very 
same black book which Miraak had 
so long ago used to strike his deal with 
the Demon of Knowledge.

The Stranger eventually returned 
to the village of the Skaal, bearing 
another black book, this one even 

solstheim, skaal village
Art courtesy of Runolite, DeviantArt
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fouler than the last, for it had been 
touched by the Demon himself. They 
brought a demand from Herma-Mora, 
the only one he has ever set at the foot 
of the Skaal, and the wise shaman 
knew the day had come of which 
the stories spoke, the Demon would 
finally win their endless struggle.

He aquiesced, and revealed the 
ancient secrets of the Skaal to Her-
ma-Mora, who killed him in thanks, 
carving the knowledge the Stranger 
needed to defeat Miraak into his body.

The Stranger opened the black 
book Miraak had himself read so 
many years ago, and vanished in an 
explosion of light, leaving behind the 
Skaal to grieve for their lost leader.

It is said that the Stranger disap-
peared that day, never to be seen 
again, but that they succeeded in 
destroying Miraak once and for all, 
for the Tree Stone at the center of 
Miraak’s temple was freed not long 
after the Stranger vanished, collapsing 
the entire structure.

To this day, there are reports of 
people lost in the ash and snow finding 
their way home, guided by a ghostly 
figure which clears a path using their 
voice, but these claims have never 
elevated themselves beyond mere 
hearsay.

It is not for me to say if this story 
is true, but the supposed arrival of 
this “stranger” conicides with the dis-
covery of a new, deeper vein of Ebony 
in Raven Rock’s mines, which lead 
to hence-unseen prosperity for the 
settlement.

Curiously enough, descriptions of 
the Skaal’s stranger and the writings 
of a certain C.C. describing someone 
thought to have been the one to dis-
cover the vein are extremely similar, so 
perhaps the Skaal poem is more than 
fiction.
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 welcome you back, dear readers, to this installment of Tea Time with myself - 
Master Neloth - and our wonderful and most enigmatic guest, King Gortwog 
gro-Nagorm of Orsinium.

King Gortwog gro-Nagorm

Getting everything prepared for this 
installment was much trickier than it proved 
to be with Barenziah - King Gortwog, one 
might understand, was much more reluctant 
to travel outside of Orsinium, and so rather 
than bringing him here to my home at Tel 
Naga, I agreed to travel west and meet 
him instead in a small tea-house on the 
outskirts of Orsinium. I, of course, brought 
my own ingredients, which I had the lovely 
attendants at the tea-house brew for us.

The brew I selected this time was an 
intriguing one known to us in Morrowind 
as ‘Clan-Mother’s Tea,’ named so after the 
Clan Mothers of Elsweyr. Clan-Mother’s 
Tea is, in truth, popular with all manner 
of folks, though it is particularly popular 
among the tribal cultures of the Ashlands 
and Elsweyr. In the Ashlands in particular, 
I am aware of Clan-Mother’s Tea being 
dosed with various extra hallucinogens for 
ritual purposes. The Tea itself is a clarified 
comberry tea made through first brewing tea 
from the leaves of the comberry, combining 
with pureéd comberry, then finally allowing 
the resulting tea to brew with slaughterfish 
isinglass in order to clarify it. This tea, I 

thought, would be a homely brew considered 
by most to be associated with the barbaric 
tribal cultures, a nod, perhaps, to the 
outside opinions many hold for Orsinium. 
In addition, I dosed the tea with a glug 
of metheglin - sweetened, fruity mead - 
produced locally in Orsinium, to keep things 
a tad more interesting and masculine for 
dear Gortwog. If you’ d like to replicate 
this drink at home, dear readers, do the 
following - brew comberry tea as normal 
with the plant’s leaves. While the tea steeps, 
pureé a handful of comberries and place the 
pureé at the bottom of the cup along with a 
sprinkling of isinglass. Pour the tea into the 
cup and stir well, then finally add a little 
swig of metheglin.
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W e met in the 
teahouse, waited 
for our drinks to 

be brewed, and I promptly 
retrieved my notes and began 
to drill the poor King with 
my questions - a transcript 
of the interview lies below, 
taken by yours truly in hasty 
handwriting, given that I 
neglected to bring my slave 
with me.

So, Orc-King Gortwog, I 
would be remiss to sit across 
from you in this interview 
without addressing the 
elephant in the room; with 
the room, of course, being 
Oblivion. Here in today’s 
Orsinium, beyond your rule, 
idols and banners glorifying 
the otherwise unglorified 
god, Malacath, are every-
where. There are those 
both within and without 
Orsinium that believe your 
people have been led astray 
from the truth of your 
Aedric heritage, and should 
instead place your faith in a 
still-living and still-present 
Aetherial god, Trinimac. 
What say you to these detrac-
tors of the modern system?

Strength 
and 
Honor
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“While I agree with those 
of the Living Trinimac faith, 
as did my predecessor Kurog 
gro-Orsinium I can understand 
the strength of the narrative 
that Malacath provides, the 
world deems us lesser than 
other mer with the Altmer out-
right claiming we are goblins 
but we held fast in defiance 
of Veloths grand exodus in 
exchange we suffer for combat-
ting a deadra. It is a bittersweet 
telling that our god must walk 
alone in Oblivion outcast from 
those who altered his fate to 
mirror our own as the Bretons 
and Redguards saw our King-
doms as blights on the Wroth-
garian Mountains.”

Wonderful insight, muth-
sera. It is no secret, as we 
have implied, that Orsinium 
is a land of cycles, with kings 
before you having fallen, and 
with you yourself paving 
the way for future kings to 
rise. Do you believe that this 
cycle of rise and fall is an 
inevitability in Orsinium, or 
do you believe there is some 
quality that a king must hold 
in order to bring rise to the 
Eternal Orsinium, that no 
king before him has held?

The Eternal Nova Orsinium 
must find a way to balance 
our neighbors hatred with the 
ability to allow the followers of 
both Malacath and Trinimac 
to reside in peace, the codes 
of both deities require might 
and honor. If there were to be 
such a King of all Orsimer the 
strongholds would be united 
under one rule and we would 

see the unification of Orsimeri 
culture to the likes of which we 
haven’t seen since the Orsinium 
of Turog, this of course would 
require a master diplomat, 
tradesman, theologian and 
warrior and at this time such 
a Orsimer does not exist and 
likely will never exist.

One must wonder, then, if 
such an individual will ever 
come to prominence. We have 
addressed, sera, what you 
think of the way that Mala-
cath’s followers enforce his 
doctrines in Orcish society - 
what we have not addressed, 
and what I believe to be an 
important question, is your 
opinion of Malacath as a 
god himself. There are those 
amongst the Dunmer who 
believe Malak, the outcast 
bruise-god, to be the off-
spring of the Prince of Plots 
and the old Trinimac; what 
do you think of this, and of 
Malacath as a whole?

Mauloch is, in my opinion a 
deceiver of the Orsimer from 
our true god Trinimac, when 
Boethiah attacked Trinimac 
he was split into two beings, 
the one known as Mauloch 
was the rage that Trinimac felt 
manifest. A perversion of his 
person, while Trinimac himself 
lay weak and dormant by the 
assault layed upon him by the 
Prince of Plots.

I see! While we are on 
the topic of destruction 
and assault, we would do 
well to address perhaps the 
most important and forma-
tive political event of the 

tumultuous histories of High 
Rock and Orsinium - the 
Warp in the West. There are 
those who know it as the 
‘Miracle of Peace,’ but what-
ever it is that you regard it 
as, Gortwog, I would like 
to hear your opinion on it - 
divine wrath wrought upon 
the land, or heavenly miracle 
to restore it to stability?

When I held the Totem of 
Tiber Septim, I saw it as a 
means of delivering peace for 
my people. I did not expect the 
outcome that would ensue.” he 
then finally drinks the tea that 
has been set out for him, “But 
the ensuing alliance with Ely-
sana and the peace sought after 
was something I took solace 
in, whether or not the divines 
had any role in those events to 
me i pointless, it happened and 
peace came from it.

skyrim-Orsinium concept landscape
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G ood Tidings Aspiring Mage, you 
have picked up the rudimentary 
guide to your first shock spells - a 

form of magic that mostly lives within the 
Destruction School.

Following the normal guidelines for magi-
cal education you have already learned about 
Fire and Frost magicks at this point. If you 
have not please refer to my other works: “Fire 
Magics, a Blazing Education” and “Frost 
Magics, the Icy World Around You”.

Now the first thing to know about Shock 
Magic is that you are not either projecting the 
ambient heat around you like in fire magicks 
nor concentrating the water from the air and 
yourself. Instead you are doing both of these 
things. Shock Magic is a two point tango of 
forces, an action and a reaction, a cause and 
effect.

When you first raise your hand to cast a 
simple lightning bolt (note: I recommend us-
ing Lightning Bolt as the first lesson due to its 
better showing of the nature of Shock Magic) 
you are throwing a negative charge from your 
hand while building a positive charge on 
yours. The negative charge is cast across the 
room and as you relax magical control over 
them both the magicka will flow from both 
your hand towards the negative charge and 
from the surroundings of the negative charge 
into it. What you are doing in effect is caus-
ing an upwelling of magicka from your own 
self and “void” of magicka where the negative 
charge is. Once you relax your control on 
them the magicka which, as you most assur-
edly know, abhors unbalance and will “snap” 
towards the negative charge creating what 
you perceive to be lightning.

This is in effect the same situation you see 
in a thundercloud, large upwelling of magic-
ka occurs within the cloud while the ground 

beneath it is starved - once this charge is great 
enough the magicka will forcibly rip itself 
from the cloud to the ground, creating light-
ning. Please note that thunder is not magickal 
in nature but is instead a simple by product 
of the heat from this moving charge that is 
creating a small vacuum of air that is rushed 
to filled by the surrounding air.

In concentration spells, although tech-
nically easier to cast, what you are doing is 
constantly throwing these negative charges in 
front of you while barely keeping control of 
both charges, meaning the magicka in the air 
and in your palm are constantly being sepa-
rating and snapping back together.

Now one may ask: But ArchMage, why 
then does Shock Magic drain the magicka 
pool from the one I’m casting it at? The 
answer is that it’s not the spell that is doing 
so but is indeed the preparation for the spell 
- for as you cast the negative charge outwards 
from your hand the magicka is attracted 
from the person or object and the surround-
ing environment into the negative void. This 
actually makes casting the effect easier as 
without this all the magicka that would snap 
back between the two would have to come 
from yourself - meaning that perhaps only 
the most gifted of mages could even cast a 
simple shock spell.

Now in chapter two we will cove-
Excerpt ends here as the rest of the book 

appears charred and damaged, if more of this 
particular book is found please give it to the 
Imperial Library

Also if anymore information can be 
found about this “ArchMage Watches-Ma-
ny-Things” please report its findings to the 
Imperial Library as well due to our lack of 
any records on this person

-Curator Marcus Julii

An Excerpt from 
“Shock Magic, a Tale of Two Charges
WhiteTwink
Contributing Writer
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S tormhold, one 
of the great 
and mighty for-

tress-cities of the mighty 
Ayleidic Empire.

Even though the Slave Queen 
Alessia had been gathering fol-
lowers, from both serf and rogue 
Lord alike, the Halls of Storm-
hold were awash with gaiety 
and laughter. Minstrels played 
cheerful songs, jesters performed 
whimsical tricks. Fiery alcohol 
and sumptuous meats filled the 
tables. Many, taken in by the 
festivity, had begun partaking in 
the sacred Dibellan Arts where 
they could find room.

In the throne room, where the 
merriest of all gatherings took 
place—part party, part orgy—sat 
the King of Stormhold, Gailon 
Monípalóthi, son of the old king 
Lungbal and the patron deity 
of Stormhold, the Magna’Ge 
Merid-Nunda.

Gailon was made to be the 

The Bull and the Eagle
The Duel of Gailon and Morihaus

chris Diokno
Contributing Writer

bridge between the mortals and 
their gods. His form was crafted 
to be appealing to the eyes. He 
was muscular, with an athletic 
frame. His bronzed skin gleamed 
with sacred oils and perfumes. 
His hair and trim beard, which 
shone as bright as gold when in 
sunlight, but out of it turned 
Raven black, were well kept. His 
amber eyes radiated both mis-
chief but also wisdom. His silver 
tongue carried the charisma of 
ten-thousand orators. His rule 
was firm, but fair, and his people 
prospered.

He wore a lavish robe of royal 
purple and warm scarlet, the top 
half wrapped around his waist 
to show off his toned chest. A 
chalice of fine wine rested in one 
hand, his other patting the head 
of his pet lion, Auriel, who was 
resting on his right thigh.

He let out the occasional 
groan, and looked down.

Nestled in between his legs 
was the head of Karlia, one of 
the initiates of his mother’s 
temple. She was skilled in the 
arts of healing and f lame spells... 
and the art of giving head.

Gailon smirked, barely 
noticing as he fired another 

warm load down the woman’s 
throat. As she was about to begin 
their fourth round of oral inter-
course, a guardswoman burst 
into the throne room, her lance 
smacking the f loor, and the occa-
sional bodies, as she maneuvered 
around the mass of passed out 
drunks and fornicating couples. 
She panted as she kneeled.

“M-my Lord, u-urgent news 
from the northern watchtower.” 
Her cheeks tinged ruby red as she 
tried to avert her eyes from her 
king’s well endowed cock. Karlia 
bowed, moving away. Gailon 
nodded at the prostrating guard-
swoman, letting her continue. 
“The Bitch of Akatosh’s forces 
are marching on Stormhold! Her 
bovine lover is leading the charge 
with about five hundred men 
behind. They’ll be here within 
the hour.”

The king smirked in content. 
“Ah, so the rebel forces have 
finally come to face me have 
they? Shame I won’t get to gut 
that mad dog crusader of theirs’, 
but I suppose gutting that cow 
will have to do.”

He stood up, taking  a breath 
before an aura surrounded him. 
A glowing purple mist with 
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chuckled. He took a step for-
ward, waving a hand to signal his 
men to stand back. “I challenge 
you, for I know you are warrior 
of ample strength and...”

He eyed Morihaus, especially 
that which rested between the 
bull-man’s legs. It was known 
by Man and Mer alike that the 
mere thought of battle aroused 
the Breath of Kyne as much as 
Alessia bared.

“...ample girth.” He licked his 
lips, for Morihaus rivaled his 
own in size.

Morihaus chuckled, “Very well 
Elf, I accept your challenge. If I 
win, I take your city in the name 
of my beloved. If you win, I shall 
be sworn to you, whether you 
wish for my axe, or my ass.” He 
stomped forward, mail clanking. 
“But let us be quick, my dear 
Queen misses my companion-
ship, as I do her’s.”

The Bull of Kyne looked 
upwards… and Shouted.

“Strum Bah Qo!”
With those three words, storm 

clouds started to form, lightning 
crackled against the earth, icy 
cold rain hammered the ground, 
and thunder screamed through 
the skies.

a gold center filled his hand, 
and in an instant, he was clad a 
gilded and ornate armor, waist 
cape f lowing. A circlet crowned 
on his head, and his blessed aqui-
llian battle axe Labrys appeared 
in his left hand.

“Very well then, muster the 
guard and prepare the defenses.” 
He patted the guard’s head, 
“And as a reward for your deeds, 
come to my chambers once this 
is over.”

The king chuckled, leaving the 
guard squealing in joy over the 
prospect as he went to prepare 
himself for battle.

The blazing Hearthfire sun—
the great hole that the World 
Architect Magnus tore into the 
aether when he f led back to 
Aetherius, leaking Magicka onto 
Nirn—hung in the center of the 
sky.

Gailon stood on the chiseled 
steps of Stormhold. His per-
sonal guard, the Seventy-Four 
Armigers stood behind him with 
glaives and curved ultra greats-
words in hand. On the parapets 
of the city stood the archers, 
arbalists, and magus of the city 
guard.

Soon, the sound of crashing 

hooves and marching came over 
the horizon. Flanked by men 
clad in well forged steel mail, 
as well as bits and pieces of 
scavenged armor and weapons, 
as well as the forces of the trai-
torous Ayleid lords, stood the 
Bull of Kyne.

He, like Gailon, stood two and 
a half heads taller than any of 
their followers. In his muscular 
hands, he carried a gnarled, 
yet rustically elegant, battleaxe 
engraved with Aedric runes. On 
his back hung a supple greatbow 
and quiver. For armor, he wore 
an intricate and blessed mail—
charcoal grey with sanguine 
accents, depicting a reddish gold 
dragon on the center.

The two forces stopped for-
ty-eight paces from one another. 
Gailon raised a hand and spoke:

“Hail, Morihaus, Child of 
the Nordic Kyne, goddess of 
storms, nature, and war. I am 
Gailon, child of the incandescent 
Merid-Nunda.”

Morihaus snorted and bel-
lowed, his voice as thunderous 
as the storms. “Ah, pleasantries 
from a knife-ears? It makes my 
stomach churn!”

“Ah, a witty one I see.” Gailon 

The song of Pelinal 
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Morihaus’s men cheered at 
their leader’s mastery over the 
Voice. “My mother granted me 
the Thu’um, mer!” He boasted. 
“What has your whorish wench 
of a matriarch done?”

Gailon bristled at the slight 
against his parent, but hid it 
under gritted teeth. He then 
laughed, running a hand 
through his darkened hair. 
“Very well, Morihaus!” He 
spread his arms, like the spread 
wings of an eagle, and started 
chanting. “Laita i Anar! Laita i 
Merid-Nunda!”

A hole the size of a carriage 
was burned away in the clouds 
above Gailon. A prismatic 
beam of light surrounded him, 
changing his hair black to gold. 
He radiated a shimmering gold 
aura.

“This is one of the powers my 
mother—outcasted by father 
Magnus—has granted me! In 
the light of her Colored Rooms, 
magnified through Auri-El’s 
incandescent sun, my strength 
and vitality increases 33 fold, 
far surpassing that of my half-
brother Umaril! You believe in 
the strength of your arms and 
those of the men at your back!”

Gailon downed the last of his 
wine before tossing the chalice 
away, where it was caught by a 
servant.

“But what is Man, than 
pathetic little piles of secrets?” 
He smirked, raising his axe high. 
“But enough talk mongrel, have 
at thee!”

With that Gailon and Mori-
haus charged at one another, 
both roaring out a war cry that 
pierced through the heavens with 
their fury.

The resounding clash of 

their axe blades sent ripples of 
air outward, resonating across 
the men and mer around them. 
Each combatant grinned as they 
traded blows, smashing their axe 
blades against each other. When-
ever Gailon swiped at Morihaus’ 
mail or any of his exposed limbs, 
the Bull would counter, sending 
his axe biting into Gailon’s 
armor.

Their armor was now cut in 
many places, blood droplets scat-
tering below and between the 
two titans of combat. Yet their 
followers continued to cheer 
their respective leaders on.

Gailon began undoing the 
locks on the Weir in his mind-
scape. He huffed as he casted a 
minor healing spell on himself. 
“Hmph, you’ve done well so far, 
mongrel.”

His healing was cut short as 
Morihaus raised his axe high to 
cleave the king in twain. Gailon 
dropped his spell, and firmly 
grasped his axe.

“Hyah!”
He brought his axe up. It 

crashed into Morihaus, cutting 
deeply into him, sending him 
f lying. At that moment, the tip 
of the Bull’s member brushed 
past Gailon’s face, who mock-
ingly licked it.

“Hmm, bold f lavor... I shall 
enjoy it when I make you 
my pet.” He sneered before 
spreading his arms, “Rejoice, for 
you shall love submitting to me!”

Morihaus shivered, snorting, 
as he slowly stood, using his axe 
hilt for support. Dried blood 
coated his legendary Lord’s Mail. 
The thunder above the skies 
roared, echoing his own. “I have 
not submitted yet, knife-ear!”

Gailon placed a hand on his 

hip, his vigor restored. “Very 
well. I must say, you’re one of the 
few that has actually given me 
anything resembling a challenge. 
But can you stand against the 
Weir of Stormhold?”

As the king grinned, small 
portals opened up behind him. 
They were gateways into his little 
pocket realm; a vault his mother 
had given him as a coronation 
present. In it stored the supreme 
iteration of any object that was, 
is, or may be, whether it be the 
first blade forged to the comfiest 
chair in existence. From these 
portals, numerous weapons 
slid into the plane of Mundus, 
each held by Gailon’s telekinetic 
grasp.

With a wave of his hand, 
swords, polearms, and other 
weapons sped forward.

Morihaus roared, smacking 
aside the weapon projectiles 
with his axe, or sending them 
f lying with one of his many holy 
arrows, though a few did find 
their mark, embedding them-
selves into the man-bull.

Gailon applauded his oppo-
nent, grinning as the arma-
ments—save those impaling 
Morihaus—vanished back into 
his treasury. “Impressive.”

Though both knew this was 
it—the climax of their duel. 
Each mustered up their strength. 
Morihaus’s eyes glowed a fiery 
crimson, as arcane lightning and 
wind crackled along his body 
and axe. Gailon’s golden Aura 
increased in size, his eyes filling 
with iridescent light. With one 
final scream of defiant rage, the 
two demigods smashed into each 
other with the force of a tidal 
wave.

“Hngh…!!”
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Gailon groaned, looking 
down. His axe had nearly severed 
Morihaus’s right arm, but his 
opponent’s axe had cut deep into 
his abdomen. Morihaus pulled 
his axe out, but Gailon kept 
standing, a great clamor rose 
from his subjects. Blood stained 
his lips.

“I-I shall grant you this, Mori-
haus. For now, you are more 
powerful than one. If our souls 
ever meet in the Dreamsleeve, 
and we do battle again, know I 
shall be the victor.”

Smiling, the king collapsed. A 
pool of blood formed beneath 
his fallen body, soaking the 
ground red.

The radiant rainbow light 
dimmed until it was silenced by 
the storm.

“I pray such a time may come. 
For you have proven a worthy 
and valiant foe.” Morihaus’s 
gaze turned to the defenders of 
Stormhold, their faces showing 
fear, anger, and sadness. “Bury 
your king, this boon I shall 
grant you. In two days time, I 
shall return and lay siege to all 
but this knife—no, to all but 
Gailon’s tomb. In my lifetime 
of strife, I have never met a Mer 
with the might of a lion such as 
he.”

With that, he knelt down and 
kissed the forehead of Gailon 
before departed with his men. 
The wailing citizens of Storm-
hold bore up their god-king’s 
corpse, and prepared him for 
burial.

Gailon awoke with a groan. 
He found himself in a golden 
temple-like structure. Prismatic 
waters pooled along troughs 
running to the center.

“Where am I?” He croaked, 
his once deep and commanding 
voice, now hoarse. He looked up 
to find a woman sitting nearby, 
who slowly rushed towards him. 
“Moth—”

Merid-Nunda embraced her 
son, silencing him. He could 
hear her sobbing, her tears 
soaking his shoulder. Gailon 
relented and returned the affec-
tion by stroking her back.

When she finally released him, 
he took a look at her. Her pris-
matic irises, which matched her 
dress, trimmed with gold, were 
reddened by sobbing. Her beau-
tiful silver hair was disheveled 
somewhat.

“My son, I believed you would 
have never awaken.” She smiled 
sadly. As Gailon was about to ask 
how long he had been… well… 
dead, his mother seemed to have 
read his mind. “Four days had 
passed. Stormhold—aside from 
your crypt—had been ransacked. 
I did manage to save a few of 
your… favorites.” Then her smile 
turned bright. “Your legend 
had been inscribed within the 
Divine Chalice and the Throne 
of Champions. If fate is kind, 
you and your rival may duel once 
more, after you have trained, and 
rested.”

Merid-Nunda lightly kissed 
her son’s forehead, helping him 
up. It was only then did Gailon 
notice he was dressed in only a 
pair of engraved white pants, 
sandals, and the bandages 
adorning his torso and shoulders.

“Go, the girls are waiting 
for you.” With a sly smirk, she 
pointed to a door.

Taking slow steps, the gilded 
Sorceror-King opened the door 
to find three women and one 

man, all his favorite lovers, 
kneeling before him. Their 
bright smiles and shining eyes 
met his. There was Astoria, the 
guard that had delivered the mes-
sage of Morihaus’s arrival, who 
had caught Gailon’s eye; Gal-
adriel, the high priestess of his 
mother’s temple; Juniper Berry 
Tuinden, as she was nicknamed, 
the hermaphroditic Chief Libri-
arian and Master Archivist; and 
finally Ganymede, a slave turned 
gladiator that had enchanted the 
then young king.

“Welcome back, my king!”
They spoke all together before 

dragging him to his chambers for 
rounds of passionate sex.

Centuries later, during the 
4th Era, in the Skyrim Divine 
Chalice War…

Once again, the Bull of Kyne 
and the Aquila Supremus of 
Merid-Nunda met once again in 
battle, axes drawn. Their Mas-
ters—or partner as Gailon called 
his for non save his mother were 
above him—stood nearby.

Gailon smirked, “It has been 
a long time Morihaus, hasn’t 
it?” He whistled as he strode 
forward.

Morihaus snorted, grinning. 
“That is has Gailon. I pray you’re 
ready for round two?”

With a mighty roar, the two 
ancient demigods charged, 
axe blows ringing through the 
heavens.

Thus concludes the tale of 
Gailon’s duel with Morihaus... 
for now at least.

Until next time. Habere 
iucundum die lectorem 
carissimi.
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hose born in the 
season of Sun’s Dusk, 

(November) 1st - 31st.
 
Soul color: Crimson Red
Temperament: The Atronach 
is a seemingly collected person 
that churns with chaos beneath 
their exterior. They tend to be 
highly ambitious and determined 
without being stubborn, but also 
appear to hardly ever expend 
effort to see their goals come to 
fruition. Those under this sign 
are akin to mystery and have an 
insatiable curiosity that fuels their 
tendencies to explore facets of 
little known knowledge. Often 
The Atronach uses this enigmatic 
shroud to conceal their own 
secrets as well.  
Abilities: Those born under this 
sign tend to feel connected with 
the deeper wells of magicka that 
f low from Aetherius to Nirn. 
Conjuration spells work well with 
these deep reserves and act as a 
conduit to pull greater things 
into Mundas. The Atronach can 
perform massive spells, but has 

poor regenerative abilities that 
will run out completely and not 
replenish for days.  into one’s 
coffers then fight them.
Friendships and Family: 
There is one word to describe a 
relationship with The Atronach. 
Complicated. There are two 
extremes that one may experience 
from this sign in the form of utter 
detachment or possessive loyalty. 
Though it isn’t often verbally 
expressed, those under this sign 
are constantly analyzing faults, 
weaknesses, strengths, and loyalty 
in others. Honesty is reciprocated, 
but disrespect and scorn will 
never be forgotten and hardly 
forgiven. 
Success:  Whatever The Atronach 
wishes to do–they will do well 
and lead by example quite 
naturally. They require supreme 
control and unconditional loyalty 
that may be far too intense 
and demanding for certain 
personality types, but will display 
organization and understanding 
of those loyal to their cause. They 
hide their secrets well, and never 

serpentwined
Contributing Writer

Astrology Meanings of Aurbis
The Atronach

“T he Atronach (often called t he Golem) is one of t he Mage’s 
Charges. Its season is Sun’s Dusk. T hose born under t his sign 
are natural sorcerers wit h deep reserves of magicka, but t hey cannot 
generate magicka of t heir own.”

— T he Firmament
divulge anything to a possible 
competitor, unless it’s knowledge 
that will destroy them. 
Romance:  The trials of The 
Atronach begins here, and 
depending on the type of 
intimacy that this sign desires, 
they will go all or nothing. 
Their involvement with a person 
demands their loyalty to them, 
but in a real sense. An honest 
and unfettered truth that no lie 
can exist upon. Those under this 
sign will challenge the ones that 
they are interested in with a series 
of tests to discern who they are 
before opening up completely. 
Attracting this sign is often 
difficult for they will usually be 
one step ahead and aware of the 
feelings one has before they are 
admitted. 
Struggles: When the emotions of 
The Atronach come to fruition, 
they are intense and unyielding. 
They are naturally inclined 
to an evil nature that wallows 
in jealousy, manipulation, 
vengeance, and obsessiveness. 
If not kept in check, they may 
exhibit signs of severe sociopathy.
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T he Festivals & Holidays of
Sun’s Dusk

2nd of Sun’s Dusk
The Summoning Day of 
Boethiah, called Gauntlet, is 
marked on this day. 

3rd of Sun’s Dusk 
Serpent’s Dance — In 
Satakalaam, this may or may 
not have begun as a serious 
religious holiday dedicated to 
a snake god, but in this day, 
it is a reason for a great street 
festival.

8th of Sun’s Dusk
On the 8th of Sun’s Dusk, the 
Bretons of Glenumbra Moors 
hold the Moon Festival, 
a joyous holiday in honor 
of Secunda, goddess of the 
moon. Although the goddess 
has no active worshippers, 
the traditional celebration 
has continued through the 

ages as a time of feasting and 
merriment.

18th of Sun’s Dusk
Hel Anseilak, which 

means “Communion with the 
Saints of the Sword” in Old 
Redguard is the most serious 
of holy days for the people of 
Pothago. The ancient way of 
Hel Ansei is never practiced 
by modern Redguards, but its 
rich heritage is remembered 
and honored on this day.

20th of Sun’s Dusk
Warrior’s Festival — 

Today is the 20th of Sun’s 
Dusk, the Warriors Festival 
in various places. Most all the 
local warriors, spellswords, and 
rogues come to the equipment 
stores and blacksmiths where 
all weapons are half price. 

Unfortunately, the low prices 
also tempt many an untrained 
boy to buy his first sword and 
the normally quiet city streets 
ring with amateur skirmishes. 
Commonly, authorities have 
pardoned most of these 
ruffians in the past, but have 
promised to be less merciful 
this year. In Daggerfall, this 
is the Summoning Day for 
Mehrunes Dagon.

Morning Star  |  Sun’s Dawn  |  First Seed  |  Rain’s Hand  |  Second Seed  |  Mid Year  
Sun’s Height  |  Last Seed  |  Hearthfire  |  Frost Fall  |  Sun’s Dusk  |  Evening Star 

he penultimate month, Sun’s Dusk shows telltale signs 
of the world’s slow descent into the long and cold 

winter. 
All the crops have been sown and stored away. The first flakes of winter dust the 
countryside and the cobbles of the cities. The night becomes quiet as beasts bed 
down for their annual slumber. For some it is peaceful. For others, suspicious.
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anhaedra from The elder scrolls  
Illustration by psyjick, DeviantArt

EVEN 
DISTRIBUTION
Gorgeous as always. I was 
really interested in the article 
about Trinimac-Ruptga, 
but although the references 
to Mithra/Mithras are very 
informative and compelling, 
I think it makes certain 
assumptions about Yokudan 
(and non-Yokudan) views 
of the Akatosh-Lorkhan 
dynamic that don’t work that 
well.
By the way, this bif [sic] of 
the editorial felt as if it was 
speaking directly to me:

“Why not try to look at the 
lore through a new ideological 
paradigm? If you’re a fan of 
Dunmeri philosophy, why not 
try to understand the world as 
an orthodox Altmer? If you’re 
a fan of the Daedric worship, 
how about approaching the lore 
through the lens of a religious 
devotee of the Nine?”

I was (and still am) a big fan 
of the Dunmer and Daedra 
worship. But after noticing 
the considerable amount of 
Dark Elves in the Vigil of 
Stendarr, I went out of my 
comfort zone to roleplay a 
Dunmer Vigilant in TESV. 
Why would someone 
from a race of 

known Daedraphiles embrace 
Stendarr? That made me 
appreciate the mainstream 
Divines. Then I went into 
ESO and, for similar reasons, 
I decided to explore Altmer 
lore, the theological opposites 
of Dunmer. And thus, I 
became a fan of the High 
Elves too, the same race I once 
considered either typical and 
boring or cartoonishly evil 
and just plain wrong.
Roleplaying a race and culture 
that isn’t familiar to you is an 
exercise I recommend in every 
game that allows it. It forces 
you to research what you 
didn’t notice before and look 
at the world through different 
eyes.
Misticsan, r/teslore

hank you for writing in 
Misticsan!

We certainly agree! Part of the adven-
ture of fiction and roleplay is to step 
outside the bounds of one’s comfort 
zone, trying something new. At 
worst, it doesn’t work for you and you 
can avoid it in the future, and at best, 
you find that you’re able to explore 
ideas from an angle that otherwise 
would have been barred to you. It 
gives us the ability to change our 
perspective and deepen our personal 
understandings of what constitutes 
The Elder Scrolls. 

What good is fiction if we’re unable 
to explore it free of boundaries?

Editor’s Response

If you’ve got something to 
say, by all means tell us! 

Comment on our posts on  
r/teslore, r/elderscrolls, and  

r/elderscrollsonline. 

Send us an email at 
telemoraindependent@gmail.com, 

and you can find us  
on Facebook, 

Your say on T he Elder Scrolls

Thank You 
For Reading!

Talking 
Tel Mora

CorrespondenCe

https://www.deviantart.com/psyjick
https://www.facebook.com/telmoraindependent

